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A MASTER TREATISE ON OPTICS
ILLUSTRATED BY RUBENS
AGUILON, François d’ Opticorum libri sex philosophis iuxta ac
mathematicis utilis. Antwerp: Plantin Press for the widow and
sons of Jan Moretus, 1613.
$22,500
First edition, and a fine copy, of this great Jesuit treatise on optics,
with engraved allegorical frontispiece and exquisite headpieces
designed by Peter Paul Rubens. “A master treatise on optics that
synthesized the works of Euclid, Ibn al-Haytham (Alhazen),
Vitellio, Roger Bacon, Pena, Ramus (Pierre de la Ramée), Risner,
and Kepler” (DSB). “A landmark of baroque book illustration,
this is one of seven works known to have been illustrated by
Rubens” (Becker).

http://sophiararebooks.com/4987

FIRST QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATE OF
ANTHROPOGENIC GLOBAL WARMING
ARRHENIUS, Svante. Ueber den Einfluss des atmosphärischen
Kohlensäuregehalts auf die Temperatur der Erdoberfläche. [With:]
Ueber die Wärmeabsorption durch Kohlensäure und ihren Einfluss auf die Temperatur der Erdoberfläche. [With:] Die vermutliche Ursache der Klimaschwankungen. Stockholm; Stockholm;
Uppsala: Norstedt & Söner; Norstedt & Söner; Almquist & Wiksell, 1896; 1901; 1906.
$4,500
First edition, offprint issues, of Arrhenius’ landmark papers
on climate change. Arrhenius was the first to quantify the
influence of changes in the concentration of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere on the temperature of the earth’s surface. His
first estimate of a man-made global temperature change was
published in 1896 in the first offered paper. Refined calculations
of the human impact on climate were published by Arrhenius in
the last two offered papers. The conclusions of Arrhenius’ 1896
paper are now part of the mainstream of climate change science.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5038

THE MIRROR OF ALCHEMY
BACON, Roger. Le miroir d’alquimie. [with:] HERMES TRISMEGISTUS. La Table Desmeraude. HORTULANUS. Petit commentaire. KALID. Le Livre des Secretz d’Alquimie. JEAN DE
MEHUN. Le Miroir. POPE JOHN XXII. L’Elixir des Philosophes,
autrement l’Art transmutatoire. BACON, R. De l’admirable Pouvoir et Puissance de l’art & de nature, ou est traicté de la pierre
philosophale. CELESTIN, C. Des choses merveilleuses en la nature]. Lyon: Macé Bonhomme, 1557.
$25,000
First edition of this extremely rare collection, which includes
the first French translation and second appearance overall of
the famous ‘Mirror of Alchemy’ of the ‘Doctor Mirabilis’ Roger
Bacon. Bacon’s “skill in mathematics, experimental science and
mechanical inventions was so remarkable for his time that he
acquired the reputation of being a magician” (Ferguson). Of
Bacon’s De l’admirable Pouvoir et Puissance de l’art & de nature,
Duveen remarks that it is: “one of the most remarkable and at
the same time one of the most authentic works by Roger Bacon.
It contains almost prophetic gleams of the future course of
science, dealing with automobiles, flying machines, diving-bells,
telescopes, burning-mirrors, a sort of gun-powder, etc.”
http://sophiararebooks.com/4984

PMM 288 - THE FATHER OF MODERN
EMBRYOLOGY
BAER, Karl Ernst von. De Ovi Mammalium et Hominis Genesi
Epistolam ad Academiam Imperialem Scientiarum Petropolitanam dedit Carolus Ernestus a Baer. Leipzig: Leopold Voss, 1827.
$36,000
First edition, rare, especially in original boards as here, of von
Baer’s landmark paper, in which he announced the discovery of
the mammalian ovum. The mammalian ovum itself remained
unobserved until von Baer, in his experiments with dogs
and other mammals, “plot[ted] the course of ovulation and
fertilization from its later stages back to the ovary and there
... identif[ied] the minute cell which was the ovum” (PMM).
Von Baer concluded that every sexually reproducing animal –
including man – develops originally from an egg cell, “a unifying
doctrine whose importance cannot be overemphasized” (DSB).
For this concept and for his further researches in embryology,
contained in his monumental Entwickelungsgeschichte der
Thiere (1828--1837), Garrison and Morton have named von
Baer “the father of modern embryology.”

http://sophiararebooks.com/4787

THE FOUNDATION OF MODERN
EXPERIMENTAL PHYSIOLOGY
BERNARD, Claude. Nouvelle fonction du foie, considerée
comme organe producteur de matière sucrée chez l’homme et les
animaux. Paris: J.-B. Baillière, 1853.
$12,000
First edition, monograph issue, of Bernard’s doctoral thesis,
a “remarkable exposition of the glycogenic function of the
liver” (Horblit – referring to this issue). This is an outstanding
presentation copy, inscribed by Bernard to the anatomist Marie
Philibert Constant Sappey on the front wrapper: “Monsieur
Sappey hommage affectueux de l’auteur Cl. Bernard.” “As much
through concrete discoveries as through the creation of new
concepts, the work of Claude Bernard constitutes the founding
of modern experimental physiology. His scientific career started
with two series of precise and well delimited researches: on
the one hand, the chemical and physiological study of gastric
digestion, and on the other, experimental sections of nerves”
(DSB).

http://sophiararebooks.com/4993

THE FIRST BOOK ABOUT THE PLANET
VENUS
BIANCHINI, Francesco. Hesperi et Phosphori nova phaenomena sive observationes circa planetam Veneris unde colligitur. I.
Descriptio illius macularum... II. Vertigo circa axem proprium
… III. Parallelismus axis in orbita octimestri circa solem. IV. Et
quantitas parallaxeos methodo Cassiniana explorata … Rome:
Giovanni Maria Salvioni, 1728.
$7,500
First edition of the first book of telescopic observations of the
planet Venus, including descriptions and illustrations of the
dark spots on the surface of Venus; the work also contains
important illustrations of lunar topography. Bianchini’s book is
perhaps best known today for two often reproduced plates of
aerial telescopes, of extremely long focal length, with lenses by
Campani.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4988

BOHR’S ‘SECOND ROYAL SOCIETY PAPER –
INSCRIBED
BOHR, Niels Henrik David. On the determination of the tension of a recently formed water-surface. Offprint from: Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London, Series A, Vol. 84,
No. 572, 15 December 1910. [London: Harrison and Sons], 1910.
$2,800
First edition, author’s presentation offprint, inscribed in Bohr’s
hand to his student friend and later brother-in-law Poul Nørlund,
of Bohr’s last paper on the surface tension of liquids. What Bohr
“learned by working in this field may have been a help to him
when, more than a quarter of a century later, he showed that
some of the properties of atomic nuclei can be understood by
comparing them to liquid drops” (Collected Papers).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5043

BOHR’S QUANTUM THEORY EXPLAINS
EXPERIMENTS OF FRANCK & HERTZ AND
MOSELEY - INSCRIBED
BOHR, Niels. On the quantum theory of radiation and the structure of the atom. Offprint from: Philosophical Magazine, 6th series, Vol. 30. [London: Taylor & Francis], 1915.
$1,800
First edition, author’s presentation offprint, inscribed by Bohr
to his friend from student days and brother-in-law Poul Nørlund,
of this important paper in which Bohr confronts experiments by
Moseley and by Franck and Hertz, and introduces the seminal
idea of a ‘stationary state’.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5035

BOHR’S COMPLEMENTARITY PRINCIPLE
BOHR, Niels. The Quantum Postulate and the Recent Development of Atomic Theory. Offprint from: Atti del Congresso Internazionale dei Fisichi Como, Septembre 1927. [Offered with:] The
Quantum Postulate and the Recent Development of Atomic Theory. Offprint from Nature, vol. 121, no. 3050, April 14, 1928. Bologna; Edinburgh: Nicola Zanichelli; R. & R. Clarke, 1928; 1929.
$15,000
First edition, extremely rare offprints, of the two quite distinct
versions of this fundamental paper introducing Bohr’s
statement of his ‘complementarity’ principle, the basis of what
became known as the ‘Copenhagen interpretation’ of quantum
mechanics: Bohr’s lecture at Como in which he first introduced
the principle, and the revised and expanded version published
in Nature a few months later.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5039

‘A FUNDAMENTAL THEORY OF NEUTRONINDUCED NUCLEAR REACTIONS’ (DSB)
BOHR, Niels, PEIERLS, Rudolf & PLACZEK, George. Nuclear reactions in the continuous energy region. Offprint from Nature, Vol. 144, July 29, 1939. [London: Macmillan, 1939].
$2,000
First edition, very rare offprint. “Using the optical theorem and
Bohr’s liquid-drop model of the nucleus, Placzek, Bohr, and
Peierls offered a fundamental theory of neutron-induced nuclear
reactions. These works proved essential to the subsequent
development of nuclear theory and to development of nuclear
reactor design” (DSB).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5036

BOHR’S MOST IMPORTANT PAPER ON
NUCLEAR FISSION
BOHR, Niels. Resonance in uranium and thorium disintegration
and the phenomenon of nuclear fission. Offprint from: Physical
Review, Vol. 55, No. 4, 15 February 1939 [letter dated 7 February]. [Lancaster, PA & New York, NY:: American Institute of
Physics for the American Physical Society, 1939.
$3,000
First edition, extremely rare offprint issue, of arguably Bohr’s
most important paper on nuclear fission, the first recognition of
the crucial importance played by uranium-235, the only isotope
found in nature capable of sustaining a chain reaction and the
fissile material used in the first atomic bombs.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5037

PMM 285 - THE MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT
OF HEAT
CARNOT, Nicolas Leonard Sadi. Réflexions sur la puissance
motrice du feu et sur les machines propres à développer cette puissance. Paris: Giraudet for Bachelier, 1824.
$60,000
First edition, very rare, and a fine copy, uncut in original
wrappers, of Carnot’s only published work, which led directly
to the first and second laws of thermodynamics. Carnot’s
achievement was largely ignored by his contemporaries, and the
Réflexions remained forgotten until rediscovered by William
Thomson (Lord Kelvin) in the 1840s; Kelvin, one of the founders
of modern thermodynamics, said of Carnot’s work that ‘nothing
in the whole range of natural philosophy is more remarkable
than the establishment of general laws by such a process of
reasoning’ (quoted in Fox, p. 1). The first edition of Réflexions
was published in an edition of six hundred copies (see Fox, p. 23,
illustrating the printer’s bill)” (Norman). The Réflexions is now
regarded as one of the great rarities of 19th-century science, and
copies such as ours in completely original state are extremely
difficult to find.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4836

PMM 263 - THE FATHER OF AERODYNAMICS
CAYLEY, George. On Aerial Navigation. London: W. Stratford
for W. Nicholson, 1809-10.
$24,000
First edition, journal issues in the original printed wrappers,
extremely rare thus, of “the first and the greatest classic of aviation
history, laying the foundations of the science of aerodynamics”
(PMM) and setting out the correct conception of the modern
aeroplane. “‘The true inventor of the aeroplane and one of the
most powerful geniuses in the history of aviation’: these are the
words used by the French historian Charles Dollfus to describe
Sir George Cayley (1773-1857), a scholarly Yorkshire baronet
who until recently was virtually ignored by historians of applied
science.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4786

KINETIC ENERGY AND INERTIAL FORCES
CORIOLIS, Gaspard Gustave. ‘Sur le principe des forces vives
dans les mouvemens relatifs des machines,’ pp. 573-607 in:
Mémoires présentées par divers Savants à l’Académie des Sciences
de l’Institut de France, Tome III. Paris: Gauthier-Villars, 1832.
$2,000
First edition, complete journal volume in original printed
wrappers, of this important work on the theory of machines,
a follow-up to his Du calcul de l’effet des machines, published
in 1829 (but begun a decade earlier) in which he studied
dynamical problems associated with rotating machinery.
“His approach differs substantially from the usual Newtonian
mechanics method used in the eighteenth century and is also
quite different from the general mechanics of the nineteenth
century” (Oliveira). This paper introduced the new notion at
that time of ‘inertial forces’ (forces d’entraînement), and also
contains the calculational basis for a sequel published in 1835 in
which Coriolis introduced the famous ‘Coriolis force’.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5019

PMM 344B – “THE MOST IMPORTANT
SINGLE WORK IN SCIENCE” (DIBNER)
DARWIN, Charles. On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle
for Life. London: John Murray, 1859.
$375,000
First edition, an unusually fine copy, untouched in its original
binding, of “the most influential scientific work of the nineteenth
century” (Horblit), “the most important biological work ever
written” (Freeman), and “a turning point, not only in the
history of science, but in the history of ideas in general” (DSB).
“Darwin not only drew an entirely new picture of the workings
of organic nature; he revolutionized our methods of thinking
and our outlook on the natural order of things. The recognition
that constant change is the order of the universe had been finally
established and a vast step forward in the uniformity of nature
had been taken” (PMM).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5016

DEFINITIVE EXPRESSION OF DARWIN’S
THEORY - INSCRIBED BY DARWIN
DARWIN, Charles. The Origin of Species by Means of Natural
Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle
for Life. London: John Murray, 1872.
$175,000
Sixth edition (the first to employ the word ‘evolution’), inscribed
by Darwin, of the most important biological work ever written
and a turning point, not only in the history of science, but in the
history of ideas in general. This 1872 edition of Origin of Species
was the last to be revised by Darwin during his lifetime and is
now regarded as the definitive expression of Darwin’s theory.
Compared to the previous editions, which differed from each
other in only minor ways, the sixth edition was was expanded
to include a refutation of Mivart’s 1871 On the Genesis of Species.
This edition is also the first to employ the word ‘evolution,’ first
used by Darwin in The Descent of Man the previous year. Copies
of any edition bearing an inscription in Darwin’s hand are
extremely rare; all known presentation copies of the 1859 first
edition were inscribed in the hand of a clerk.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4981

PMM 129 – THE INVENTION OF ANALYTIC
GEOMETRY
DESCARTES, René. Discours de la Methode pour bien conduire
saRraison, & chercher la Verité dans les Sciences. Plus la Dioptrique, les Meteores, et la Geometrie. Qui sont des essais de cete
Methode. Leiden: Jan Maire, 1637.
$150,000
First edition, a fine and large copy in contemporary calf, of
Descartes’ first and most famous work. Following the main
text of this volume, the Discours (now celebrated as one of the
canonical texts of Western philosophy) are three ‘Essais’, the
last of which, La Géométrie, contains the birth of analytic or
co-ordinate geometry, “of epoch-making importance” (Cajori),
designated by John Stuart Mill as “the greatest single step ever
made in the progress of the exact sciences”.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4982

EDISON’S ELECTRIC LAMP: THE COPY OF
CHARLES BATCHELOR
EDISON, Thomas Alva. Specification of Thomas Alva Edison.
Electric lamps. No. 4576, 10 November, 1879. [Bound with thirteen other patents, including eight more by Edison, most concerned with electric lighting, the design and manufacture of light
bulbs, and the supply of electricity]. London: Published and sold
at the Commissioners of Patents Sale Department [British Patent Office], 1880.
$27,500
First edition, of the greatest rarity, of the first British patent
granted to Edison for his most famous invention, that of an
incandescent electric light. Perhaps more than any other, it was
this invention that ushered in the modern age. This is the finest
possible association copy, having formed part of the working
library of the English-born engineer Charles Batchelor, Edison’s
‘right-hand man’ for several decades, and his chief experimental
assistant from 1873.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4839

EINSTEIN’S FIRST PUBLISHED PAPER PRESENTATION OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Folgerung aus den Capillaritätserscheinungen. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 4. Bd., 1901.
Leipzig: Barth, 1901.
$28,500
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überreicht
vom Verfasser” printed on front wrapper, of Einstein’s first
published paper, on the thermodynamics of liquid surfaces,
which Einstein completed in December 1900. Although the
conclusions Einstein reached in this paper were incorrect, “it
shows how from the start he was groping for universal principles,
in the present case for a relation between molecular forces and
gravitation” (Pais, Subtle is the Lord, p. 56).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5068

PRESENTATION OFFPRINT OF THE WORK
FOR WHICH EINSTEIN WAS AWARDED THE
NOBEL PRIZE
EINSTEIN, Albert. Über einen der Erzeugung und Verwandlung des Lichtes betreffenden heuristischen Gesichtpunkt. Offprint
from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 17. Band, 1905. Leipzig: Johann Ambrosius Barth, 1905.
$250,000
First Edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of Einstein’s
paper on light quanta, ‘On a heuristic point of view about the
creation and conversion of light,’ for which (along with his 1912
paper on the photo-electric equation) he was awarded the 1921
Nobel Prize for physics. Einstein’s paper on light quanta was the
only one of his works that he himself called ‘revolutionary,’ and
for good reason: “The heuristic viewpoint of the title was nothing
less than the suggestion that light be considered a collection of
independent particles of energy” (DSB).

http://sophiararebooks.com/4983

EINSTEIN’S THESIS – PRESENTATION
OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Eine neue Bestimmung der Moleküldimensionen. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 19., 1906.
Leipzig: Barth, 1906.
$25,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of the expanded
version of Einstein’s doctoral thesis, ranked by his biographer
Abraham Pais as being on the same level as his 1905 papers on
relativity, the light quanta and Brownian motion. In his thesis,
Einstein presented a new theoretical method for determining
molecular radii and Avogadro’s number. The present version
adds an appendix giving an improved value of Avogadro’s
number.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5071

EINSTEIN’S SECOND PAPER ON BROWNIAN
MOTION - PRESENTATION OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Zur Theorie der Brownschen Bewegung. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 19. Bd., 1906. Leipzig:
Barth, 1906.
$24,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of Einstein’s
second paper on Brownian motion. “This paper … marks the
third occasion in less than two months on which Einstein
makes a fundamental discovery bearing on the determination
of Avogadro’s number” (Pais, Subtle is the Lord, p. 94). In this
paper, Einstein gave “two new applications of his earlier ideas:
the vertical distribution of a suspension under the influence of
gravitation and the Brownian rotational motion for the case of a
rotating solid sphere” (ibid., p. 98).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5067

EINSTEIN ON HIS LIGHT-QUANTUM
HYPOTHESIS - PRESENTATION OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Zur Theorie der Lichterzeugung und Lichtabsorption. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 20.
Bd., 1906. Leipzig: Barth, 1906.
$24,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of this sequel
to Einstein’s landmark 1905 paper in which he proposed that
energy is transmitted and absorbed in discrete amounts, later
called quanta. In the present paper, Einstein shows that Planck’s
theory of black-body radiation, which had originally introduced
the idea of energy quantization, makes implicit use of the lightquantum hypothesis.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5070

EINSTEIN’S THIRD MAJOR PAPER ON
BROWNIAN MOTION - PRESENTATION
OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Über die Gültigkeitsgrenze des Satzes von
thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht und über die Möglichkeit einer neuen Bestimmung der Elementarquanta. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge, 22. Bd., 1907. Leipzig: Barth, 1907.
$16,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of the third
stage in Einstein’s investigation of Brownian motion. In this
paper, Einstein investigates “‘a phenomenon in the domain of
electricity which is akin to Brownian motion’: the (temperaturedependent) mean-square fluctuations in the potential between
condenser plates” (Pais, Subtle is the Lord, p. 98).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5069

WHY THE SKY IS BLUE – PRESENTATION
OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Theorie der Opaleszenz von homogenen
Flüssigkeiten und Flüssigkeitsgemischen in der Nähe des kritischen Zustandes. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge,
33. Bd., 1910. Leipzig: Barth, 1910.
$15,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of Einstein’s
paper on critical opalescence, his last major paper on classical
statistical physics, and one of his most often-cited works.
Einstein’s paper also gives the first correct explanation for why
the sky is blue – blue light is scattered preferentially compared
to red light from density fluctuations in the Earth’s atmosphere.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5072

EINSTEIN’S SECOND IMPORTANT PAPER ON
SPECIFIC HEAT - PRESENTATION OFFPRINT
EINSTEIN, Albert. Eine Beziehung zwischen dem elastischen
Verhalten under der spezifischen Wärme bei festen Körpern mit
einatomigen Molekül. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, 4. Folge,
34. Bd., 1911. Leipzig: Barth, 1911.
$15,000
First Edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of Einstein’s
second important paper on specific heats. “Einstein’s work on
specific heats is above all important because it made clear for
the first time that quantum concepts have a far more general
applicability” (Pais, Subtle is the Lord, p. 394).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5066

EINSTEIN ON GRAVITATIONAL REDSHIFT PRESENTATION OFFPRINT TO HIS SON
EINSTEIN, Albert. Über den Einfluss der Schwerkraft auf die
Ausbreitung des Lichtes [On the influence of gravity on the propagation of light]. Offprint from: Annalen der Physik, Vierte Folge,
Band 35. Leipzig: Johann Ambrosius Barth, 1911.
$40,000
First edition, rare author’s presentation offprint with “Überricht
von dem Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, and the copy
of Einstein’s son Hans Albert, of Einstein’s “first paper completely
devoted to general relativity” (Brandt). This epochal paper applies
the equivalence principle, that acceleration and gravitation are
equivalent in their physical effects, to demonstrate two effects
of gravity on light: the gravitational bending of light and the
gravitational redshift.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5081

OFFPRINTS OF EINSTEIN’S THREE PAPERS
ON BOSE-EINSTEIN STATISTICS
EINSTEIN, Albert. Offprints of Einstein’s three papers on
Bose-Einstein statistics: (1) Quantentheorie des einatomigen
idealen Gases, Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie der
Wissenschaften, Bd. 22, 1924. (2) Quantentheorie des einatomigen idealen Gases. Zweite Abhandlung, Ibid., Bd. 1, 1925. (3)
Zur Quantentheorie des idealen Gases, Ibid., Bd. 3, 1925. Berlin:
Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1924; 1925; 1925.
$22,500
First editions, the rare author’s presentation offprints with
“Überricht vom Verfasser” printed on the front wrapper, of
Einstein’s three papers on Bose-Einstein statistics, Einstein’s
“last major innovative contribution to physics” (Pais, Subtle is
the Lord, p. 343), containing, among other things, Einstein’s
derivation of the Bose-Einstein condensate. The Bose-Einstein
statistics laid the foundation of quantum statistics; they mark
the transition between the old quantum theory of Planck, Bohr
and Einstein and the new quantum mechanics developed by
Dirac, Schrödinger, Heisenberg and others.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5065

THE EPR PARADOX
EINSTEIN, Albert, PODOLSKY, Boris & ROSEN, Nathan.
Can Quantum-Mechanical Description of Physical Reality Be
Considered Complete? Offprint from Physical Review, vol. 47,
no. 10, May 15, 1935. Lancaster, PA: American Physical Society,
1935.
$18,500
First edition, very rare offprint, of the famous ‘EPR paper’, one
of the most discussed and debated papers of modern physics,
and the foundation for the new fields of quantum computing
and cryptography. This paper inspired many authors afterwards;
in particular, discussion emerged on the revival of the hidden
parameter idea by David Bohm and others after the early
1950’s. John Bell’s analysis of the situation in the 1960’s showed
that hidden variables resulted in an inequality (for the ‘local
condition’) which could be tested by experiment and found not
to be satisfied” (Pais).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5045

EINSTEIN ‘PROVES’ THAT BLACK HOLES
CANNOT EXIST - OFFPRINT ISSUE
EINSTEIN, Albert. On a stationary system with spherical symmetry consisting of many gravitating masses. Offprint from Annals of Mathematics, vol. 40, 1939. Princeton: Princeton University, 1939.
$3,500
First edition, offprint issue, of Einstein’s argument that
singularities, such as that in the Schwarzschild solution of
Einstein’s equations of general relativity, used to describe black
holes, cannot exist in nature – and thus neither can black
holes. “There was no doubt in his mind [that] singularities are
anathema” (Pais, Subtle is the Lord, p. 288).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5073

EINSTEIN’S ‘SWISS-CHEESE’ MODEL OF THE
UNIVERSE - OFFPRINT ISSUE
EINSTEIN, Albert & STRAUS, Ernst Gabor. The Influence of
the Expansion of Space on the Gravitation Fields Surrounding the
Individual Stars. WITH: Corrections and Additional Remarks to
Our Paper … Offprints from: Reviews of Modern Physics, vols. 17,
no. 2/3, April-June, 1945 & vol. 18, no. 1, January-March, 1946.
Lancaster, PA: American Physical Society, 1945-46.
$4,500
First edition, extremely rare offprints, of Einstein & Straus’s
introduction of the ‘Swiss-cheese’ model of the universe. “By
the spring of 1945, Einstein and Straus had found a new type of
possible universe using Einstein’s equations … This was a step
towards a more realistic universe in which the matter was not
smoothly spread with the same density everywhere but gathered
up into lumps, like galaxies, which were spread about in empty
space” (Barrow, The Book of Universes, pp. 106-107).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5054

PRESENTATION OFFPRINT INSCRIBED BY
FEYNMAN
FEYNMAN, Richard Phillips. Forces in molecules. Offprint
from: Physical Review, Second Series, Vol. 56, No. 4, August 15,
1939. [Lancaster, PA & New York, NY: American Institute of
Physics for the American Physical Society, 1939].
$42,500
First edition, extremely rare offprint, inscribed by Feynman, of
Feynman’s senior undergraduate thesis at MIT, a fundamental
discovery “that has played an important role in theoretical
chemistry and condensed matter physics” (Selected Papers, p.
1), published when he was just twenty-one. This is a remarkable
paper, documenting the first steps in original research of one of
the most brilliant minds of the twentieth century.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4833

FEYNMAN’S PATH-INTEGRAL
FORMULATION OF QUANTUM MECHANICS
FEYNMAN, Richard P. ‘Space-Time Approach to Non-Relativistic Quantum Mechanics,’ pp. 367-387 in: Reviews of Modern
Physics, Vol. 20, no. 2, April, 1948. Lancaster, PA & New York,
NY: American Physical Society, 1948.
$7,500
First edition, journal issue in original printed wrappers, of
Feynman’s path-integral formulation of quantum mechanics.
“His new approach to quantum theory made use of the Principle
of Least Action and led to methods for the very accurate
calculation of quantum electromagnetic processes, as amply
confirmed by experiment. These methods rely on the famous
‘Feynman diagrams,’ derived originally from the path integrals”
(Brown, Feynman’s thesis. A new approach to quantum theory).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5061

FITZGERALD PREDICTS THE EXISTENCE OF
RADIO WAVES - FIVE YEARS BEFORE HERTZ
PRODUCES THEM EXPERIMENTALLY
FITZGERALD, George Francis. On the possibility of originating
wave disturbances in the ether by means of electric forces [With:]
Ibid., Part 2; [With:] Ibid., Corrections and additions; [With:] On
the quantity of energy transferred to the ether by a variable current. Dublin: Royal Dublin Society, 1880; 1880; 1883; 1884.
$3,500
First edition, extremely rare offprints, of the first published
theoretical prediction of the possibility of the electrical
generation of electromagnetic waves, especially those with
wavelength much longer than that of light, later called radio
waves. Heinrich Hertz produced and detected such waves in
the laboratory five years later. Although Maxwell predicted the
existence of electromagnetic waves, he said virtually nothing
about any electromagnetic waves except those of light, and
may have thought the electrical production of such waves to be
impossible.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5042

THE FOUNDATION OF MODERN
OBSERVATIONAL ASTRONOMY
FLAMSTEED, John. Historiae coelestis libri duo: quorum prior exhibet catalogum stellarum fixarum Britannicum novum &
locupletissimum, ... Observante Johanne Flamsteedio in Observatorio Regio Grenovicensi continua serie ab anno 1676 ad annum
1705 completum. London: John Matthews, 1712.
$140,000
The true first edition, extremely rare, of Flamsteed’s catalogue of
fixed stars and sextant observations, the foundation of modern
observational astronomy. Flamsteed’s catalogue was far more
extensive and accurate than anything that had gone before.
It was the first constructed with instruments using telescopic
sights and micrometer eyepieces; Flamsteed was the first to
study systematic errors in his instruments; he was the first to
urge the fundamental importance of using clocks and taking
meridian altitudes; and he insisted on having assistants to repeat
the observations and the calculations. “The first copies of the
Historia coelestis were not published in a commercial sense.
Instead they had been envisaged as royal ‘presents’, to be given
to a selective list of recipients” (Johns).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5074

PROVING THE WAVE THEORY OF LIGHT
FOUCAULT, Jean Bernard Léon. Thèse présentée à la faculté
des sciences de Paris... Sur les vitesses rélatives de la lumière dans
l’air et dans l’eau. Paris: Bachelier, 1853.
$28,500
First edition, rare, and an exceptionally fine copy, of Foucault’s
doctoral thesis on the speed of light, in which he provides
a convincing proof for the wave theory of light. Foucault
undertook a series of optical experiments using an apparatus of
rotating mirrors to determine the velocity of light. In this thesis
Foucault gives a detailed account of his experiment, illustrating
his apparatus and proves that light travels faster in air than in
water, a decisive argument in favour of the wave theory of light;
it was not until 1862 that he was able to determine a numerical
value for the speed of light, of about 298,000 kilometers per
second, a figure significantly smaller, and more accurate, than
Fizeau’s.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4843

SECOND EDITION OF GALILEO’S SIDEREUS
NUNCIUS - EXTREMELY RARE COPY
COMPLETE WITH THE PLATES
GALILEI, Galileo. Sidereus nuncius magna longeque admirabilia spectacula pandens, suspiciendaque proponens unicuique praesertim vero philosophis, atque astronomis, quae a Galileo Galileo
perspicilli nuper a sereperti beneficio sunt observata in lunae facie... [Bound with:] KEPLER, Johannes. Dissertatio cum Nuncio
Sidereo nuper ad mortales misso a Galilaeo Galilaeo. Frankfurt:
[Zacharias] Palthenius, 1610; 1611.
$125,000
Second edition of Galileo’s magnum opus, published just a few
months after the original printing at Venice. This pirate edition of
Sidereus nuncius is the first publication of any of Galileo’s works
outside Italy; it is rarer than the Venice edition, and exceptionally
rare when complete with the plates, as here. “Galileo’s ‘Starry
Messenger’ contains some of the most important discoveries in
scientific literature” (PMM). It is here bound with the equally
rare Frankfurt pirate edition of Kepler’s response to Sidereus
nuncius.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5062

WITH A HITHERTO UNKNOWN
MANUSCRIPT VERSION OF GALILEO’S
LETTER TO CHRISTINA
GALILEI, Galileo. Dialogo. dove ne i congressi di quattro giornate si discorre sopra i due massimi sistemi del mondo... [bound
with other texts; see below]. Florence: Landini, 1632.
$225,000
This is a remarkable copy, bound as a ‘third’ volume of the
Bologna edition of the Opere (1655-56) and uniform in
contemporary Italian vellum with the two volumes of the Opere
that accompany it. It contains the texts that could not be published
at the time in the Opere: the Dialogo; a manuscript of Galileo’s
Lettera to the Grand-duchess of Tuscany, the text of which was
instrumental, along with the Dialogo, in bringing about Galileo’s
trial by the Inquisition, and two further related texts that were
prohibited in Italy, the most famous being Foscarini’s Lettera,
published in Naples in 1615 and immediately condemned by
Cardinal Bellarmine and put on the Index. The contents of the
unique third volume closely anticipate that of the illicit printing
of the supposed Florentine edition of the Dialogo, which was
accompanied by printings of the same texts here present, and in
the same order.
http://sophiararebooks.com/5082

PMM 130 – A NEW ERA IN MECHANICS AND
THE LETTER TO CHRISTINA
GALILEI, Galileo. Nov-Antiqua Sanctissimorum Patrum, &
Probatorum Theologorum Doctrina, de Sacrae Scripturae testimoniis, in conclusionibus mere naturalibus, quae sensata experientia... [Bound after:] Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche,
intorno adue nuove Scienze. Attenenti all Mechanica & i Movimenti Locali... Strasbourg; Leiden: Elzevier; Elzevier, 1636; 1638.
$250,000
First edition of a great Galilean rarity, the Nov-Antiqua or ‘Letter
to Christina’, with the first edition of his most important work,
the Discorsi, together in a magnificent contemporary armorial
binding executed for the Archbishop of Reims. The NovAntiqua is a “superb manifesto of the freedom of thought … it
became the principal cause of the prohibition of Copernicus,
and of Galileo’s downfall” (Koestler). The Discorsi is “the first
modern textbook of physics, a foundation stone in the science of
mechanics” (Grolier/Horblit). “Mathematicians and physicists
of the later seventeenth century, Isaac Newton among them,
rightly supposed that Galileo had begun a new era in the science
of mechanics” (PMM).
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PMM 130 – VIRTUALLY UNRECORDED FIRST
ISSUE
GALILEI, Galileo. Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche, intorno adue nuove Scienze. Attenenti all Mechanica & i Movimenti
Locali … Con une Appendice del centro di gravita ad’alcuni Solidi.
Leiden: Elzevier, 1638.
$300,000
First edition, the extremely rare and virtually unrecorded first
issue, of Galileo’s last and most important work; this issue has
the final gathering as a bifolium Rr2, with the final leaf blank,
before the addition of the index and errata. The Discorsi is “the
first modern textbook of physics, a foundation stone in the
science of mechanics” (Grolier/Horblit). “Mathematicians and
physicists of the later seventeenth century, Isaac Newton among
them, rightly supposed that Galileo had begun a new era in the
science of mechanics. It was upon his foundations that Huygens,
Newton and others were able to erect the frame of the science of
dynamics, and to extend its range (with the concept of universal
gravitation) to the heavenly bodies” (PMM).
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GALILEO AND KEPLER COME TO ENGLAND
GASSENDI, Pierre; GALILEI, Galileo; KEPLER, Johannes.
Institutio astronomica, juxta hypotheses tam veterum quam recentiorum: cui accesserunt Galilei Galilei Nuntius Sidereus, et
Johannis Kepleri Dioptrice. London: Jacob Flesher for William
Morden, 1653.
$20,000
First edition of this collection, comprising the first printing
in England of each of these texts; this is the second edition
of Gassendi (first, Paris 1647), the first modern textbook of
astronomy; the third of Galileo (after Venice and Frankfurt,
1610), which contains some of the most important iscoveries
in scientific literature, including the discovery of four moons of
Jupiter; and the second of Kepler (first, Augsburg 1611), which
explained the theory of refraction by lenses and the principle of
the inverting telescope.
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THE FIRST ILLUSTRATED BOOK ON FOSSILS
GESNER (or GESSNER), Conrad, et al. De Omni Rerum Fossilium Genere, Gemmis, Lapidibus, Metallis, et huiusmodi, libri aliquot, plerique nunc primum editi. Opera Conradi Gesneri: Quorum Catalogum sequens folium cominet. Zürich: Jacob Gesner,
1565 [–1566].
$125,000
First edition and a fine copy in contemporary binding, very rare
when complete, of this collection of eight treatises, the most
important being De rerum fossilium [On fossil Objects], Gesner’s
last work, the earliest scientific attempt to classify the mineral
kingdom, and the first illustrated book on fossils. “It presents
a picture of the mineral kingdom as seen through the eyes of
the greatest naturalist of his time” (Adams). Gesner’s book also
famously contains the first printed illustration of a lead pencil.
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THE BEGINNING OF MODERN VECTOR
ANALYSIS
GIBBS, Josiah Willard. Elements of Vector Analysis. [Offered
with:] Autograph letter from Gibbs to John Monroe Van Vleck.
New Haven: Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor, 1881.
$19,500
First edition, first issue, of this extremely rare pamphlet which
“marks the beginning of modern vector analysis ... Nearly all
branches of classical physics and many areas of modern physics
are now presented in the language of vectors, and the benefits
derived thereby are many. Vector analysis has likewise proved a
valuable aid for many problems in engineering, astronomy and
geometry” (Crowe). This is the first issue; a second issue, with
two additional chapters, was published in 1884. Both issues of
Gibbs’s pamphlet are extremely rare in commerce. We have been
unable to locate any copy of this first issue in auction records,
and only two of the second issue: the Horblit copy (Christie’s, 16
February 1994) and the Richard Green copy (Christie’s, 17 June
2008).
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FOUNDATION OF THE SPACE AGE PRESENTATION COPIES
GODDARD, Robert Hutchins. A Method of Reaching Extreme
Altitudes [with:] Liquid Propellant Rocket Development. Washington D.C.: Smithsonian Institution, 1919 & 1936.
$39,500
First edition, presentation copies in the original printed wrappers,
inscribed by Goddard, and with a highly important association,
of the most influential early works on rocketry, which provided
the foundation for the modern space age. Both pamphlets were
presented by Goddard to Clarence N. Hickman (1889-1981),
an early associate and long-time friend of Goddard. Together
Hickman and Goddard successfully developed the ‘RocketPowered Recoilless Weapon’, later known as the bazooka.
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‘THE GREATEST PAPER IN MATHEMATICAL
ECONOMICS THAT WAS EVER WRITTEN’
GÖDEL, Kurt, VON NEUMANN, John (& others). Thirteen
papers by Gödel on the logical foundations of mathematics, together with von Neumann’s historic paper on general economic
equilibrium, all first editions, in Ergebnisse eines mathematischen
Kolloquiums, unter Mitwirkung von Kurt Gödel und Georg Nöbeling. Herausgegeben von Karl Menger. Heft 1-8. Leipzig & Berlin:
B.G. Teubner & F. Deuticke, 1931-1937.
$48,500
First editions, and a fine complete set in the original printed
wrappers, of all eight issues of these proceedings to which
Gödel contributed thirteen important papers and remarks on
the foundations of logic and mathematics. The last three issues
are particularly rare, and are important for containing several
seminal papers on mathematical economics, notably von
Neumann’s ‘A model of general economic equilibrium’ in Heft 8,
which Weintraub, current President of the History of Economics
Society, described as ‘The greatest paper in mathematical
economics that was ever written’.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4846

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL 16TH CENTURY
TEXTBOOK OF SURGERY
GUIDI, Guido (known as Vidus VIDIUS) [NICETAS]. Chirurgia è Graeco in Latinum conversa, Vido Vidio Florentino interprete, cum nonnullis eiusdem Vidii com[m]entariis... Paris: Pierre
Gaultier, 30 April 1544.
$125,000
First edition, an exceptionally fine, large and fresh copy,
completely unsophisticated, of one of the most beautiful
scientific books of the Renaissance, which well deserves the
praise lavished on it by Herrlinger, who calls it “a typographically
exquisite specimen of Parisian printing craft” and “the most
beautiful textbook of surgery to be printed in the 16th century.”
Chirurgia contains a series of exquisite woodcuts, many fullpage, in the Hippocratic treatises on fractures and dislocations,
as well as many smaller images scattered through the pages of
Galen’s treatise on bandaging and Oribasius’ treatise on slings;
most of these are based upon illustrations in a tenth-century
illustrated Byzantine Greek manuscript known as Nicetas
Codex, but many are original.
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A ‘NOBLE FRAGMENT’: A SINGLE LEAF
FROM THE GUTENBERG BIBLE
GUTENBERG. BIBLIA LATINA. A single paper leaf from the
Gutenberg Bible, containing Kings 1, 19 and 20. [Mounted in:] A
Noble Fragment: being a Leaf of the Gutenberg Bible, 1450-1455,
with a Bibliographical Essay by A. Edward Newton [designed by
Bruce Rogers and printed by William Edwin Rudge]. New York:
Gabriel Wells, 1973. [Mainz: Johann Gutenberg & Johann Fust,
ca. 1455].
$95,000
Single paper leaf from the Gutenberg Bible, the first substantial
book printed from movable type in the western world, the
editio princeps of the Bible, and “in many ways the greatest of
all printed books” (PMM 1). This leaf from the Old Testament
contains 1 Kings, 19-20, and recounts one of the most important
events in the life of the prophet Elijah. “The transcendence of
God receives here one of its earliest expressions” (Britannica).
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NUCLEAR FISSION - THE TRUE OFFPRINT
ISSUES
HAHN, Otto and Fritz STRASSMANN. ‘Uber das Zerplatzen
des Urankernes Durch Langsame Neutronen.’ [TOGETHER
WITH:] HAHN, STRASSMANN and Hans GÖTTE. ‘Einiges
Uber die Experimentelle Entwirrung der bei der Spaltung des
Urans Auftretenden Elemente und Atomarten.’ [TOGETHER
WITH:] HAHN and STRASSMANN. ‘Die Chemische Abscheidung der bei der Spaltung des Urans Entstehenden Elemente und
Atomarten (Allgemeiner Teil).’ Together three offprints from Abhandlungen der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Berlin: Walter de Gruyter und Co., 1939 [1942, 1944].
$14,500
First edition, the true offprint issues, i.e., in orange wrappers,
of the three fundamental papers on nuclear fission which
eventually lead to the creation of the atom bomb. Hahn received
the 1944 Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for his discovery of the
fission of heavy nuclei.”
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PMM 208 – THE SOLUTION OF THE
LONGITUDE PROBLEM
HARRISON, John; [SHORT, James]. An Account of the Proceedings, in Order to the Discovery of the Longitude: In a Letter
to the Right Honourable ******, Member of Parliament. London:
Printed by T. and J.W. Pasham, in Black-Friars, and sold by the
booksellers, in London and Westminster, 1763.
$95,000
First edition, extremely rare, of Harrison’s announcement of
his invention and testing of his first accurate chronometer, the
famous ‘sea-watch’ later called H4, which solved the problem
of determining longitude at sea. “There has possibly been no
advance of comparable importance in aids to navigation until
the introduction of radar” (PMM). “Harrison’s creation of this
watch [H4] is the foundation of all subsequent chronometer
developments” (Betts).
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HAWKING’S NO-BOUNDARY PROPOSAL:
HOW THE UNIVERSE COULD HAVE ARISEN
FROM NOTHING
HARTLE, James Burkett & HAWKING, Stephen William.
Wave function of the Universe. Offprint from: Physical Review D,
Vol. 28, No. 12, 15 December 1983. [Brookhaven, NY: The American Physical Society], 1983.
$8,500
First edition, very rare offprint, and Hawking’s own file copy,
of this famous paper describing the ‘no-boundary proposal’
for the origin of the universe. He “suggested that the universe
began with a regular Euclidean geometry having four space
dimensions which made a quantum transition to a Lorentzian
geometry with three space dimensions and one time dimension
that we have today. To put this idea on a solid footing required
a quantum state—a wave function of the universe” (Hawking’s
Royal Society Obituary). “If the universe really is in such a
quantum state, there would be no singularities in the history
of the universe in imaginary time” (Hawking, A Brief History of
Time) – and hence no Big Bang.
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THE MOST IMPORTANT BOOK ON
EMBRYOLOGY TO APPEAR DURING THE
SEVENTEENTH CENTURY
HARVEY, William. Exercitationes de generatione animalium.
Quibus accedunt quaedum de partu: de membranis ac humoribus
uteri: & de conceptione. London: William Dugard, for Octavian
Pulleyn, 1651.
$49,500
John Evelyn’s copy, and possibly the unique copy containing the
portrait of Harvey, of the first edition of “the most important
book on [embryology] to appear during the seventeenth
century” (Garrison-Morton). In this work, Hervey rejected
the prevailing doctrine of the preformation of the fetus, and
advanced the theory, radical for its time, of epigenesis, that all
living beings derive from the ovum by the gradual building up
and aggregation of its parts.
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THE DISCOVERY OF HAWKING RADIATION
- ‘ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS
EVER IN FUNDAMENTAL PHYSICS’
HAWKING, Stephen William. Black Hole Explosions? Offprint
from: Nature, Vol. 248, No. 5443, 1 March 1974. [London: Macmillan, 1974].
$35,000
First edition, extremely rare offprint issue, and Hawking’s own
file copy, of his most important article, predicting that black holes
emit radiation, now known as ‘Hawking radiation’. Hawking’s
Royal Society obituary stated: “It is fair to say that Stephen’s
discovery [of Hawking radiation] ranks as one of the most
important results ever in fundamental physics”. It established a
previously unimagined connection between general relativity,
quantum mechanics, and thermodynamics, and gave a glimpse
of a future theory of quantum gravity.
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PMM 323 - THE FIRST LAW OF
THERMODYNAMICS
HELMHOLTZ, Hermann. Über die Erhaltung der Kraft,
eine physikalische Abhandlung, vorgetragen in der Sitzung der
physikalischen Gesellschaft zu Berlin am 23sten Juli 1847. Berlin:
Georg Reimer, 1847.
$45,000
First edition, rare, of “the first comprehensive statement of the
first law of thermodynamics: that all modes of energy, heat,
light, electricity, and all chemical phenomena, are capable of
transformation from one to the other but are indestructible and
cannot be created” (PMM). “On the basis of this short paper,
written when he was only twenty-six, Helmholtz is ranked
as one of the founders, along with Joule and Mayer, of the
principle of conservation of energy. The paper sets forth the
philosophical and physical basis of the energy conservation
principle: Helmholtz maintained that the scientific world view
was based on two abstractions, matter and force, and since the
only possible relationship that can exist among the ultimate
particles of matter is a spatial one, then ultimate forces must be
moving forces radically directed.
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THE GREATEST EVENT IN THE HISTORY OF
OPHTHALMOLOGY
HELMHOLTZ, Hermann von. Beschreibung eines Augen-Spiegels zur Untersuchung der Netzhaut im lebenden Auge.
Berlin: A. Förstner, 1851.
$14,500
First edition, an exceptionally fine copy in original printed
wrappers, of this famous work which describes Helmholtz’s
announcement of his invention of the ophthalmoscope, one
of the most important clinical tools in medicine, which greatly
improved the ability of ophthalmologists to diagnose eye
disease and revolutionized visual science. The invention of the
ophthalmoscope by Helmholtz has been called “the greatest
event in the history of ophthalmology, which advanced it toward
the goal of independence as a specialty” (Gorin).
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ONE OF THE CORNERSTONES OF MODERN
LOGIC
HERBRAND, Jacques. Thèses présentées à la Faculté des Sciences de Paris pour obtenir le grade de Docteur ès Sciences Mathématiques. 1re thèse: Recherches sur la théorie de la démonstration.
2me thèse: Propositions données par la faculté. Soutenues le 1930
devant la commission d’examen. Warsaw: Dziewulski, 1930.
$2,850
First edition, rare, and a fine copy in the original printed
wrappers, of Herbrand’s doctoral dissertation, written in 1929 as
a contribution to Hilbert’s programme. Paul Bernays described
Herbrand’s theorem, contained in chapter 5 of his thesis, as
“the central theorem of predicate logic”, and van Heijenoort
described it as one of “the three cornerstones of modern logic.”
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ANTICIPATING BELL’S REFUTATION
OF VON NEUMANN’S ‘PROOF’ OF THE
IMPOSSIBILITY OF HIDDEN VARIABLE
THEORIES
HERMANN, Grete. Die naturphilosophischen Grundlagen der
Quantenmechanik. Berlin: Verlag Öffentliches Leben, 1935.
$3,000
First edition, very rare offprint issue, of Hermann’s doctoral
thesis, which exposes a flaw in John von Neumann’s 1932
proof that a hidden variable theory of quantum mechanics was
impossible. Hermann’s result went unnoticed by the physics
community until it was independently discovered and published
by John Stewart Bell in 1966.
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PMM 377 - HERTZIAN WAVES
HERTZ, Heinrich Rudolf. Ueber sehr schnelle electrische
schwingungen. Offprint from Annalen der Physik, Bd. 31 (1887).
With six other offprints documenting Hertz’s seminal work which
demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic waves, which
thereby provided the experimental proof of Maxwell’s theory and
formed the foundation for wireless communication. Leipzig; Berlin: Johann Ambrosius Barth; George Reimer for the Königlich
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1887-1892.
$38,500
First edition, extremely rare offprint, of the fi rst of He rtz’s
papers on electromagnetic waves, accompanied by offprints
of six further papers on the same subject, including Ueber
elektrodynamische Wellen im Luftraume und deren Reflexion in
which Hertz first demonstrated the existence of electromagnetic
waves propagating in air (‘Hertzian waves’).
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SOME OF THE EARLIEST PRINTED
ANATOMICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
HUNDT, Magnus. Antropologium de hominis dignitate, natura
et proprietatibus, de elementis, partibus et membris humani corporis. Leipzig: Wolfgang Stöckel, 1501.
$165,000
An outstanding copy, in untouched contemporary binding from
the collection of Jean Blondelet, of one of the earliest works with
anatomical illustrations, “includes the first illustrations of the
viscera in a printed book” (Garrison-Morton). This is a very
rare book on the market: ABPC/RBH lists just the Norman
copy, Christie’s 1998 $85,000 modern binding; Swann Galleries
1979 $8,600 modern binding; Sotheby’s 1974 $6,000 disbound.
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KEPLER ON MEASURING WINE BARRELS
KEPLER, Johannes. Ausszug auss der uralten Messekunst Archimedis vnd deroselben newlich in Latein aussgangener Ergentzung... Linz: Hans Blanck, 1616.
$25,000
First edition, a considerably revised, rearranged and augmented
version of Kepler’s Nova Stereometria doliorum [New stereometry
of wine barrels] which is “generally regarded as one of the significant
works in the prehistory of the calculus” (DSB). The Messekunst
contains much material not present in Nova stereometria: the
solution to the difficult problem of finding the volume of wine in
a partly empty barrel, mentioned but not solved at the end of the
earlier work; the explanation of the effectiveness of the ‘gauging
rod’ used by Austrian wine merchants to measure the volume
of barrels, which had prompted Kepler’s work on ‘doliometry’
in the first place; the appendix on weights and measures; and
the German/Latin glossary “that established the beginnings of
German mathematical terminology” (Baron).
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PMM 205 - THE MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT
LAMBERT, Johann Heinrich. Photometria sive de mensura et
gradibus luminis, colorum et umbrae. Augsburg: Christoph Peter
Detleffsen for the widow of Eberhard Klett, 1760.
$68,000
First edition, and a remarkably fine copy, of this cornerstone of
modern optics; this is one of the rarest of modern science books
of this stature. It established a complete system of photometric
quantities and principles; using them to measure the optical
properties of materials, quantify aspects of vision, and calculate
illumination. Lambert’s discoveries “are of fundamental
importance in astronomy, photography and visual research
generally. Both Kepler and Huygens had investigated the
intensity of light, and the first photometer had been constructed
by Pierre Bouguer (1698-1758); but the foundation of the science
of photometry – the exact scientific measurement of light – was
laid by Lambert’s ‘Photometry.
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PRECEDING NON-EUCLIDEAN GEOMETRY
LAMBERT, Johann Heinrich. Theorie der Parallellinien. Leipzig: , 1786.
$12,500
First edition, very rare, and a copy with excellent provenance, of
one of the most important works on non-Euclidean geometry
preceding those of Bolyai and Lobachevsky half a century later.
Lambert derived several fundamental results in this subject,
and “no one else came so close to the truth without actually
discovering non-Euclidean geometry” (Boyer). “The memoir
Theorie der Parallellinien (Theory of parallel lines) by Johann
Heinrich Lambert (1727-1777), written probably in 1766, is a
masterpiece of mathematical literature, and its author is one
of the most outstanding minds of all times” (Papadopoulos &
Théret).
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PMM 406 - ‘ONE OF THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
DISCOVERIES IN PHYSICS’ (EINSTEIN)
LAUE, Max von, Walter FRIEDRICH & Paul KNIPPING. “Interferenz-Erscheinungen bei Röntgenstrahlen.” - “Eine quantitative
Prüfung der Theorie für den Interferenz-Erscheinungen bei Röntgenstrahlen.” Offprint (containing both papers) from the Sitzungsberichte der Königlich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften
Mathematisch-physikalische Klasse (1912). Münich: F. Straub for
the Verlag der Königlich Bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1912.
$32,500
First edition, very rare offprint issue and a fine copy in original
printed wrappers, of Laue’s Nobel Prize-winning report of “one
of the most beautiful discoveries in physics” (Einstein). X-rays
had been in wide use since their discovery in 1895 but their exact
nature as electromagnetic waves of short wavelength was first
elucidated by Laue and his collaborators in the present papers.
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BABBAGE’S ANALYTICAL ENGINE
LOVELACE, Lady Ada Augusta [MENABREA, Luigi]. Sketch
of the Analytical Engine invented by Charles Babbage Esq. By L. F.
Menabrea of Turin, Officer of the Military Engineers, with Notes
by the Translator. London: Richard & John E. Taylor, 1843.
$45,000
First edition, journal issue, of the best contemporary description
of Babbage’s Analytical Engine, the first programmable
(mechanical) computer. It is a translation by Lovelace of a
report by Menabrea of a series of lectures given by Babbage
while he was in Turin. Lovelace added seven explanatory notes;
as a result, the translation is three times as long as the original.
Two of these notes are essentially programs for the Analytical
Engine; their inclusion has given rise to the claim that Lovelace
was the first computer programmer.
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FOUR-DIMENSIONAL SPACE-TIME
MINKOWSKI, Hermann. Raum und Zeit. Leipzig: F.W. Vogel,
1909.
$2,800
First edition of Minkowski’s famous lecture on his theory of
four-dimensional space-time, the first published account of this
theory to be illustrated with ‘spacetime diagrams’, which were
widely used later by Stephen Hawking, Roger Penrose and others
in the development of general relativity. “‘Raum und Zeit’ was
originally published in Vol. II (1909) of the Verhandlungen of
the Deutscher Naturforscher und Aertze [offered here]; it was
later reprinted in the Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker
Vereinigung” (Norman). It is most commonly encountered in
the separate (and later) printing from the Jahresbericht published
as a tribute after Minkowski’s sudden and tragic death. An
outstanding copy of the first printing of this landmark lecture,
rare in the original printed wrappers.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5048

THE FIRST PUBLISHED TREATMENT OF
GAME THEORY - INSCRIBED AUTHOR’S
PRESENTATION COPY

[MONTMORT, Pierre Rémond de.] Essay d’Analyse sur les Jeux
de Hazard. Seconde edition. Revue & augmentée de plusieurs Lettres. Paris: J. Quilau, 1713.
$19,500
Extremely rare presentation copy inscribed by the author of the
greatly enlarged second edition of the first separately published
textbook of probability. This second edition is arguably more
important than the first, as it contains the first publication of
extensive correspondence between Montmort and Johann I and
Nicholas Bernoulli, which includes, among other things, the
first ever treatment of a problem in game theory in the modern
sense, and even expressed in terms of the ‘minimax method’
used by Von Neumann and Nash two centuries later.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5063

NASH & SHAPLEY ANALYSE POKER –
SIGNED
NASH, John Forbes and SHAPLEY, Lloyd. ‘A simple three-person poker game,’ pp. 105-116 in: Contributions to the Theory of
Games, Volume I. Annals of Mathematics Series, No. 24. Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1950.
$8,500
First edition of Nash and Shapley’s game-theoretic analysis of
a simplified three-person poker, signed by John Nash. This is
a fully worked out example of the theory Nash presented in his
famous paper ‘Non-cooperative games’ (September, 1951), for
which he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics 1994.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5032

THE NASH PROGRAM FOR COOPERATIVE
GAMES – SIGNED
NASH, John. ‘Two-person cooperative games,’ pp. 128-140 in:
Econometrica, Vol. 21, No. 1, January 1953. Baltimore: Waverley
Press, 1953.
$13,500
First edition, journal issue in original printed wrappers, signed
by John Nash, of this follow-up to Nash’s seminal paper ‘Noncooperative games’ (September, 1951), for which he received
the Nobel Prize in Economics 1994. In this paper, Nash treats
cooperative games by showing that they can be reduced in
many cases to non-cooperative games, by including the players’
strategies of cooperation into the structure of a suitable noncooperative game.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5030

CARL NEUMANN: AN EXTENSIVE
COLLECTION OF OFFPRINTS
NEUMANN, Carl Gottfried. Bound collection of some 140 offprints, of which 28 are inscribed and several have annotations in
the text, documenting Neumann’s contributions to electromagnetism and potential theory, the subjects for which he is best known
today. Leipzig & Berlin: Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu
Leipzig & Springer, 1869-1921.
$4,500
An extensive collection of Carl Neumann’s offprints, many of
which are inscribed to his father the mathematical physicist Franz
Ernst Neumann, representing a major portion of his published
works, most importantly the related fields of electromagnetism
and potential theory. Carl Neumann is still remembered for the
‘Neumann-Poincaré operator,’ the ‘Neumann boundary value
problem,’ the ‘Neumann boundary condition,’ the ‘Neumann
series,’ and the ‘Neumann problem.’

http://sophiararebooks.com/4934

THE FIRST EDITION OF NEWTON’S OPTICKS
- THE EARLIEST OF THE SIX KNOWN
AUTHOR’S PRESENTATION COPIES
[NEWTON, Sir Isaac.] Opticks: or, A Treatise of the Reflexions,
Refractions, Inflexions and Colours of Light. Also Two Treatises of
the Species and Magnitude of Curvilinear Figures. London: Printed for Sam. Smith and Benj. Walford, Printers to the Royal Society, at the Prince’s Arms in St. Paul’s Church-Yard, 1704.
$750,000
First edition of Newton’s Opticks, an extraordinary presentation
copy from Newton to Fatio de Duillier, who for many years
was one of Newton’s closest confidants and colleagues. Fatio
was deeply involved in the process of persuading Newton to
publish his great work on optics, and was even involved in the
composition of an early draft of De Quadratura Curvarum,
Newton’s first published work on calculus, which first appeared
as an appendix to the Opticks. This is the earliest of the six known
copies presented by Newton.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5080

“ONE OF THE FIRST TRULY SCIENTIFIC
BOOKS PUBLISHED IN ENGLAND” (WATERS)
NORMAN, Robert. The Newe Attractive. Containing a Short
Discourse of the Magnes or Loadstone: and amongst other his vertues, of a new discovered secret and subtil propertie, concerning
the Declining of the Needle... Newly corrected and amended by M.
W. B[orough]. London: E. Allde, for H. Astley, 1592. [Bound, as
issued, with:] BOROUGH, William. A Discourse of the Variation
of the Compasse, or Magneticall Needle... London: Allde, for Astley, 1562 [i.e., 1592]..
$75,000
Third edition (first, 1581) of one of the greatest rarities in the
entire literature of navigation and magnetism; it describes the
discovery of magnetic dip and magnetic variation. This “is the
first English work devoted to the use of the compass, and it
contains Norman’s proposal for a magnetic field of force acting
independently of matter – one of the most important concepts
in the history of science” (Tomash & Williams). We know of only
one other 16th-century edition of The New Attractive having
appeared on the market – Horblit’s copy of the fourth edition
(1596) (modern binding), offered by H.P. Kraus in Cat.168
(ca.1975) for $15,000.
http://sophiararebooks.com/4986

THE FIRST TO MAKE THE CONNECTION
BETWEEN ANGINA AND CORONARY HEART
DISEASE
PARRY, Caleb Hillier. An Inquiry into the Symptoms and Causes of the Syncope Anginosa, commonly called Angina Pectoris.
[Bound with:] BUTTER, William. A Treatise on the Disease commonly called Angina Pectoris. Bath; Bath & London: printed
by R. Cruttwell; and sold by Cadell and Davies; printed by R.
Cruttwell & sold by Cadell and Davies, London, J. Collow, 1799;
1806.
$14,500
First edition, rare, of this work in which Parry was the first
to make the connection between angina and coronary heart
disease. “In this important contribution to the understanding
of the coronary circulation, Parry … reports on several patients
suffering from what he termed ‘syncope anginosa’ and concludes
that the condition is caused by disease of the coronary arteries”
(Heirs of Hippocrates).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5028

A NEW ERA OF STATISTICS
QUETELET, Lambert Adolphe Jacques. Sur l’Homme et le
Développement de ses Facultés, ou Essai de Physique Sociale. Paris: Bachelier, 1835.
$14,500
First edition, a fine copy in original printed wrappers, of
Quetelet’s principal work in which he presented his conception
of the homme moyen (‘average man’) as the central value about
which measurements of a human trait are grouped according
to the normal distribution (this was the first time the normal
distribution had been used other than as an error law). With
Quetelet’s work of 1835 a new era in statistics began. It presented
a new technique of statistics, or, rather, the first technique at all.

http://sophiararebooks.com/4841

THE CAPITAL ASSET PRICING MODEL –
SIGNED
SHARPE, William Forsyth. ‘Capital Asset Prices: A Theory of
Market Equilibrium under Conditions of Risk,’ pp. 425-442 in:
The Journal of Finance, Vol. 19, No. 3, September 1964. Oxford:
Blackwell Publishing for the American Finance Association,
1964.
$16,500
First edition, journal issue in original printed wrappers,
inscribed by Sharpe, of the first presentation of his Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) - the most famous and influential
pricing relation that has ever been discovered. Sharpe won the
Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences 1990 for this work.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5031

PMM 151 - THE BEGINNING OF GEOLOGY
STENO, Nicolaus [Niels STENSEN]. De solido intra solidum
naturaliter contento dissertationis prodromus. Florence: Typographia sub signo Stellae, 1669.
$55,000
First edition, a fine copy with manuscript corrections to the text,
of the most important and revolutionary geological work ever
written. In this book, “Steno gave a full account of his conception
of geological change, including his decisive suggestion that
geological layers could be ‘read back’ as a record of the past.
His principle of superposition, as it is now called, marked the
beginning of geology” (Cobb, Generations, p. 99).

http://sophiararebooks.com/4359

THE BEST EARLY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE
INTERNAL ANATOMY OF AN INSECT
SWAMMERDAM, Jan. Ephemeri Vita. Of afbeeldingh van ‘s
menschen leven, Vertoont in de Wonderbaarlijcke en nooyt gehoorde Historie van het vliegent ende een-dagh-levent Haft of
Oever-aas. Een dierken, ten aansien van sijn naam, over al in
Neerlandt bekent... Amsterdam: Abraham Wolfgang, 1675.
$6,500
First edition of Swammerdam’s treatise on the life-cycle
and anatomy of the mayfly, containing his first published
descriptions and illustrations of the internal anatomy of an
insect. “His Ephemeri Vita contains some very remarkable pieces
of minute anatomy. The figures, drawn by himself, are the best
early representations of the dissection of an insect” (Hagströmer
Library).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5079

50 TESLA PATENTS RECORDING HIS
INVENTION OF RADIO, WIRELESS,
POWER TRANSMISSION, ROBOTICS, ARCLIGHTING, ETC., ETC.
TESLA, Nikola. Collection of 50 original patents. Washington
DC: Norris-Peters Co., 1886-1914.
$150,000
An extraordinary collection of patents from Tesla’s most fruitful
period, comprising almost half of all the patents granted to
him. The collection includes Tesla’s patent for the invention of
radio, one of the key technological inventions of the last century
– disputed by Marconi, but almost half a century later the US
Supreme Court ruled that Tesla had priority. Further important
patents in the collection include that for the ‘Tesla coil’, which
was the basis of his method of wireless power transmission; for
remote-controlled devices, which anticipated robotics; and those
for his systems of power transmission, AC motors, generators,
incandescent arc-lighting, transformers, etc

http://sophiararebooks.com/5014

INDIVISIBLES AND ‘TORRICELLI’S LAW’
OF HYDRODYNAMICS - ‘A GEM OF THE
MATHEMATICAL LITERATURE OF THE
TIME’ (DSB)
TORRICELLI, Evangelista. [Opera Geometrica]. De sphaera et
solidis sphaeralibus libri duo in quibus Archimedis doctrina de
sphaera et cylindro denuo componitur, latiùs promouetur. [De
motu gravium naturaliter descendentium et proiectorum libri
duo – De dimensione parabolae solidique hyperbolici problemata
duo]. Florence: Amadoro Massa & Lorenzo de Landis, 1644.
$15,000
First edition of Torricelli’s development and application of his
simplified method of indivisibles, using which he made the
spectacular mathematical discovery of an infinitely long solid
with finite volume. “As Torricelli acquired increasing familiarity
with the method of indivisibles, he reached the point of
surpassing the master – as Cavalieri himself said” (DSB). The
Opera Geometrica also contains the statement and experimental
proof of ‘Torricelli’s law’, on the basis of which “Ernst Mach
proclaimed Torricelli the founder of hydrodynamics” (DSB).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5041

THE FIRST PUBLICATION OF THE
BINOMIAL THEOREM
WALLIS, John. A treatise of algebra: both historical and practical... With some additional treatises, I. Of the Cono-cuneus . . . II.
Of angular sections; and other things relating thereunto, and to
trigonometry. III. Of the angle of contact... IV. Of combinations,
alternations, and aliquot parts. London: Printed by John Playford, for Richrd Davis, 1685.
$20,000
First edition, an exceptional copy bound in contemporary red
morocco gilt, of “Wallis’ last great mathematical book” (DSB).
It combined a full account of the contemporary knowledge of
algebra and its history, “a feat never previously attempted by any
author” (DSB); it also contained the first publication of Newton’s
work on the binomial theorem (Ch. 85) and infinite series (Ch.
91), and the first attempt to give a graphical representation of
complex numbers (Ch. 67), usually thought to date from the
early 19th century. Among the most famous parts of this treatise
is Wallis’s discussion of the work of Thomas Harriot, the most
complete up to that time, especially his contention that Descartes
plagiarized Harriot’s symbolization procedure in algebra.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5004

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT SCIENTIFIC
DISCOVERIES OF THE 20TH CENTURY
WATSON, J. D. & CRICK, F. H. C. ‘Molecular Structure of Nucleic Acids: A Structure for Deoxyribose Nucleic Acid,’ pp. 737738; WILKINS, M. H. F., STOKES, A. R. & WILSON, H. R. ‘Molecular Structure of Deoxypentose Nucleic Acids,’ pp. 738-740;
FRANKLIN, R. E. & GOSLING, R. G. ‘Molecular Configuration
in Sodium Thymonucleate,’ pp. 740-741. Three papers in: Nature,
Vol. 171, No. 4356, April 25, 1953. London: Macmillan, 1953.
$12,500
First edition, in the form in which it first appeared, of Watson
& Crick’s historic paper, which “records the discovery of the
molecular structure of DNA … Publication of this paper initiated
the science of molecular biology. Forty years after Watson and
Crick’s discovery, so much of the basic understanding of medicine
and disease has advanced to the molecular level that their paper
may be considered the most significant single contribution to
biology and medicine in the twentieth century” (Horblit).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5049

‘THE GREATEST SINGLE CONTRIBUTION TO
LOGIC SINCE ARISTOTLE’ - G. H. HARDY’S
ANNOTATED SET
WHITEHEAD, Alfred North & RUSSELL, Bertrand. Principia Mathematica. Cambridge: at the University Press, 1910; 1912;
1913.
$195,000
First edition of all three volumes of this monumental work, one
of the great rarities of modern science and mathematics, “the
greatest single contribution to logic that has appeared in the two
thousand years since Aristotle” (DNB). This set, probably one
of the two most important copies in private hands, is from the
library of the great English mathematician G. H. Hardy, a close
friend and colleague of both Russell and Whitehead. Hardy has
signed each volume and closely annotated the first, which he
reviewed for the Times Literary Supplement.

http://sophiararebooks.com/5064

PARITY IN QUANTUM MECHANICS
WIGNER, Eugene Paul. Über die Erhaltungssätze in der Quantenmechanik [On the conservation laws of quantum mechanics].
Offprint from: Nachrichten der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften
zu Göttingen. Mathematisch-Physikalische Klasse, 1927. Berlin:
Weidmann, 1928.
$1,500
First edition, very rare offprint, of the invention of spatial parity
as a quantum mechanical conserved quantity. “The concept
of parity, which is very important for the understanding of
spectra, has no analogy in classical theory comparable to the
analogy between the orbital quantum number and the angular
momentum” (Wigner). Wigner was awarded the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1963 “for his contributions to the theory of the atomic
nucleus and the elementary particles, particularly through the
discovery and application of fundamental symmetry principles.”

http://sophiararebooks.com/5005

VERIFYING WATSON & CRICK’S DNA
STRUCTURE
WILKINS, M. H. F., SEEDS, W. E., STOKES, A. R. & WILSON, H. R. Helical structure of crystalline deoxypentose nucleic
acid. Offprint from: Nature, Vol. 172, No. 4382, October 24, 1953.
[London: Macmillan, 1953].
$3,500
First edition, extremely rare separately-paginated offprint,
in which Wilkins and his colleagues gave the first analytical
demonstration of the general correctness of the double-helix
structure of DNA put forward by Crick and Watson six months
earlier. “After the publication in Nature by the two groups
[Watson-Crick at Cambridge and Wilkins’ group at King’s
College, London] in [April] 1953, Wilkins proved that the
Watson-Crick model was unique – that is, no other model would
give the same diffraction patterns. His data also allowed Wilkins
to readjust and refine the Watson-Crick model” (Magill).

http://sophiararebooks.com/5006

THE SPARK THAT IGNITED WATSON &
CRICK’S WORK ON DNA STRUCTURE
WILKINS, Maurice Hugh Frederick. I. Ultraviolet dichroism
and molecular structure in living cells. II. Electron microscopy of
nuclear membranes. Lecture given at the Symposium on Submicroscopical Structure of Protoplasm, May 22-25, 1951, at the Naples Zoological Station. Offprint from: Pubblicazioni della Stazione Zoologica di Napoli, Vol. XXIII, Supplemento. : , 1951.
$3,500
First edition, extremely rare offprint, of this historic lecture
by Wilkins which ignited the search by Crick and Watson for
the structure of DNA. In What Mad Pursuit, Crick writes: “Jim
[Watson] had become intrigued by the diffraction problem after
hearing Maurice talk in Naples.” And in Double Helix, Watson
writes: “It was Wilkins who had first excited me about X-ray
work on DNA. This happened at Naples when a small scientific
meeting was held on the structures of the large molecules found
in living cells … His [Maurice’s] talk was far from vacuous and
stood out sharply from the rest … Suddenly I was excited about
chemistry.”

http://sophiararebooks.com/5007

A FOUNDATION WORK OF ORGANIC
CHEMISTRY
WÖHLER, Friedrich ‘Ueber die künstliche Bildung des Harnstoffs,’ pp. 253-256 in: Annalen der Physik und Chemie, Folge 2,
Band 12. Leipzig: Johann Ambrosius Barth, 1828.
$2,800
First edition, complete journal volume, of this foundation work
of organic chemistry. “In 1828, Wöhler succeeded in effecting
an artificial synthesis of urea by heating ammonium cyanate.
This was the first time that an organic substance had ever
been built up artificially from the constituents of an inorganic
substance without any intervention of vital processes, and it
soon became clear that there is no essential difference between
the structural chemistry of life and that of inanimate nature”
(GM). “This was the first synthesis of an organic compound,
and this accomplishment is generally regarded as the beginning
of organic chemistry” (Sparrow).
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